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Abstract 
We extend some results of the author, concerning inverse sequences with bonding maps 
being weak contractions, over the class of Lipschitz inverse sequences. Further, we define 
and study Lipschitz direct sequences. Finally, we examine some sequences of sets with 
positive reach in IWk and apply Lipschitz inverse and direct sequences to prove the 
continuity of Hausdorff measure for manifolds with positive reach. 
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Introduction 
The notion of metric inverse limit was introduced in 151 and studied by Rudnik 
in [61. 
Let A = (A,, p,““) b e an inverse sequence with all A,, being nonempty subsets 
of a metric space (X, p>, with all pzfl continuous and all the threads convergent 





. (XJ E @A). 
If the quotient map h : I@ A + @I A defined by 
h(x) := lim x, for every thread x = ( xn) 
n 
is a homeomorphism, then &I A is an inverse limit of A in the category Top, 
(whose objects are metric spaces), and the formula 
p,(lip x”) =x, for every thread ( xn) 
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defines the sequence of projections p m : &A +A, (see [5, Proposition 1.41). In 
this situation we refer to @A as the metric inverse limit ofA. 
If X and all A, are compact, all p,“” surjective, and all the threads are 
equiconvergent, then @A coincides with the Hausdorff limit of (A,) (see [6, 
Theorem 0.3.51). According to [5], an inverse sequence A is called geometric if h is 
a homeomorphism and all the threads of A are equiconvergent. 
In particular, for the category Metr, whose morphisms are weak contractions, 
geometric inverse sequences of closed subsets of a compact space (X, p) are 
characterized by the equiconvergence of the threads [5, 4.51. If, in addition, all the 
sets are connected and the bonding maps surjective, then the l-dimensional 
Hausdorff measure Z1 is continuous with respect to @r [5, Theorem 4.61. 
In Sections 1 and 2 of the present paper the results of [5, Section 41 are 
generalized to the category Lip, whose morphisms are Lipschitz maps. In particu- 
lar, it turns out that for the so-called Lipschitz inverse sequences (Definition 1.1) 
the characterization of geometric inverse sequences is exactly the same as in [5, 
4.51 for Metr (see Theorem 2.2 below). It also turns out that Theorem 4.6 of [5] 
concerning the continuity of Z1 holds for arbitrary Lipschitz inverse sequences, 
not only for those in Metr (see Theorem 2.3 below, which contains also an 
inequality for 8’” for arbitrary s > 0). 
Further, we are concerned with the continuity of Hausdorff measure Z?” with 
respect to lim,. Corollary 4.9 of [51 deals with a very special case: A, are the 
boundaries of convex bodies in [w*. In Section 5 we consider sequences of compact 
sets with positive reach in [Wk and, in particular, sequences of compact r-manifolds 
with positive reach for 1 G r G k - 1. Using Lipschitz inverse sequences we can 
prove only one inequality for the Hausdorff measure 3’. To obtain the other one, 
we use Lipschitz direct sequences, which are introduced and discussed in Sections 
3 and 4. This leads to Corollary 5.7. 
As was recently noticed by S. Spiei, Corollary 5.7 can be derived from Theorem 
5.9 and Remark 6.14 of Federer’s paper [2]. However Federer’s proof requires the 
whole complicated machinery of curvature measures, while our method seems 
transparent and simple. 
In what follows, the Lipschitz constant of a Lipschitz map f : X+ Y is under- 
stood as 
Lip(f):=inf(h>O: (Vx, YEX)[P(f(x),f(Y))~hp(x, Y)I}. 
In contradistinction to the common notation, for any sequence (A,) of nonnega- 
tive numbers we use the symbol nE=,A, to denote lim, rIiZIAn, even if this limit 
is 0 or m; thus we write 
O< fiA, 
fl=l 
or nfiIAn <cc 
if, in particular, it is positive or finite. 
As above, we use the notation (x,) instead of (x,),=~ for a sequence when 
there is no ambiguity. 
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By a map we always mean a continuous function. 
The author’s thanks go to Rainer Lowen whose comments helped to improve 
the main results. She is also grateful to the referee of the first version of this paper 
and to Marcin Moszynski for their valuable remarks. 
1. Lipschitz inverse sequences 
Let (X, p) be a metric space. We are interested in some special inverse 
sequences in (X, p). 
Definition 1.1. An inverse sequence A = (A,, p:+’ > in (X, p) is Lipschitzian if 
and only if all p,“’ ’ are Lipschitz maps and 
limkinffiLip(piil) -Cm. 
n=l 
Let Lip(A) := lim inf, ni=, Lip(pi+’ ). We shall refer to Lip(A) as the Lipschitz 
constant of A. 
For instance, every inverse sequence A = (A,, p,““> in the category Metr is 
Lipschitzian. Indeed, if the bonding maps are weak contractions, then Lip(p;+‘) 
G 1 for every y1 and thus 
0~ nLip(p,“+‘) <a. 
We shall first examine Lipschitz inverse sequences with Lipschitz constant equal 
to 0 (Proposition 1.3). Let us begin with the following. 
Lemma 1.2. Let A = (A,, p:+‘) b e a Lipschitz inverse sequence in (X, p). Let 
A = Lip(A) and A, = Lip(p;+‘) > 0 f or every n. Then, for every two convergent 
threads x = (x,1 and y = (y,) with lim,x, =x and lim,y, = y, 
P(Xl, Y,) GAP(XY Y) 
and 
-1 
Ap(x, y) for every i 2 2 
Proof. For every k > 2, 
k-l 
P(X,> Y,) <A,P(~,, Y2) G ... G n&P&, Yk). 
n=l 
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Since lim,p(x,, yk) = p(x, y), it follows that 
which implies both inequalities. 0 
Proposition 1.3. Let A be a Lipschitz inverse sequence in (X, p> with all the threads 
convergent. Zf Lip(A) = 0, then either @A is a singleton or there exists n, such 
that Lip(A I n > n,) > 0. 
Proof. Let A, = Lip(p,“+‘) f or every n. Since Lip(A) = 0, from Lemma 1.2 it 
follows that if A, > 0 for every n, then J~IJ A is a singleton. Thus it suffices to 
consider the following two cases: 
Case 1: Akn = 0 for some increasing sequence (k,). Then, evidently, A has a 
unique thread, that is, &r A is a singleton. 
Case 2: There exists no such that h, > 0 for every n 2 n,. Then either Lip(A 1 n 2 
n,) > 0 or Lip(A I n > n,) = 0. In the latter case, applying Lemma 1.2 to A 1 n > nO, 
we infer that @A is a singleton (because &A is homeomorphic to @(A I n > 
n,)). 0 
We shall need the following. 
Lemma 1.4 (compare [5, 4.11). Let A = (A,, p,““> be a Lipschitz inverse sequence in 
(X, p) with Lip(p:+’ ) > 0 for every n. Zf all the threads of A are convergent in 
W, a), then 
(i) the quotient map h is injective and h-’ continuous, 
(ii) each pm is Lipschitzian, 
(iii) lim sup, Lip(p,) G 1. 
Proof. Let A, = Lip(p,” + ‘) f or every n and A = Lip(A). By Lemma 1.2, for any 
threads x = (x,) and y = (y,) with lim,x, =x and lim, y, = y, 





P(-L, YJ GA nl$ p(x, y) for m > 2. 
Thus h is injective and, since x, =p,(x) for every m, each p’m is Lipschitzian. 
This proves (ii). Hence h-’ is continuous, which proves (i). By condition (1.1) 
Lip(p,) <A and 
This implies (iii). 0 
-1 
for m 2 2. 
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2. Geometric Lipschitz inverse sequences 
To characterize geometric Lipschitz inverse sequences we need the following 
lemma (see [3, 2.10.211). 
Lemma 2.1. If (X, p) is compact and a sequence of Lipschitz maps f,, : X + Y with 
sup,Lip( f,,) < 03 is pointwise convergent to a Lipschitz map f, then (f,,> is uniformly 
convergent to f. 
Let us prove the following. 
Theorem 2.2 (compare [5, 4.51). Let A = (A,, p:“) be a Lipschitz inverse sequence 
in a compact space (X, p), with ail A,, compact. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) A is a geometric inverse sequence, 
(ii) the threads of A are equiconvergent, 
(iii) the threads are convergent and @A is compact. 
Proof. In view of Proposition 1.3, we may assume that Lip(A) > 0. Let LY, = Lip(p,) 
for every n. By Lemma 1.4(iii), lim sup, (Y, < 1. Thus the argument is the same as 
in the proof of Theorem 4.5 of [5], with Lemma 4.1 of [5] replaced by Lemma 1.4 
(i), (ii) and Lemma 4.4 of [5] replaced by Lemma 2.1. 0 
We complete this section with the following. 
Theorem 2.3. Let A = (A,,, p,"' ‘) be a Lipsch’t 1 z inverse sequence in a compact space 
(X, p), with all A, being continua, all p,“” surjective, and all the threads conver- 
gent. Let s > 0 and H”(A,) < 00 for every n. Then 
(i) lim sup,, Z”“(A,) < Z”“(@ A), 
(ii) if Lip(A) = nz=,Lip(p,“+‘), then 
(a) the sequence (Z”(A,)) has a (finite or infinite) limit, 
(b) if, in addition, the threads of A are equiconvergent and s = 1, then 
lim,,Z’(A,) = Z”‘(@ A). 
Proof. In view of Proposition 1.3, we may assume that Lip(A) > 0. Let 
A, = Lip(p,“+r), A = Lip(A), and A=IjmA. 
By Lemma 1.4(ii), each p, is Lipschitzian. Let LY, = Lip(p,,) for every tz. Then, by 
[I, 1.81, 
Z““( A,,) G ( a n)SZ’S( A) for every n, 
which, together with Lemma 1.4(iii), proves 6). 
Let now A = llz= ,A,. Applying again [l, 1.81, we obtain 
Z”( A,) for n 2 2, 
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whence the sequence (p,,) defined by 
n-l s 
pl=l, p,= cQIAi S”(A,) for ns=2 
i 1 
is either convergent or divergent to w. Since 
n-l s 
lim nAi = A”, 
II ( 1 i=l 
the sequence (ZYA,)), EN is either convergent or divergent to 00, which proves 
(iia). 
If the threads are equiconvergent, then, by [6, 0.3.51, @A = lim,A, and thus 
we may apply Golgb’s theorem [l, 3.181 to obtain 
Z’(A) < lim Z1( A,). 
n 
This inequality, together with (i), proves (iib). 0 
The following example shows that in Theorem 2.3 the assumption on A to be 
Lipschitzian is essential. 
Example 2.4. Let ‘pi : R* + R2 be the homothety with centre (( - l)‘, 0) and ratio i 
for i = 1, 2. We define A = (A,, p,““) as follows: 
A,={(& l- It]): t=[-l,l]}, A, = cp,(A,-,) U p2(An-,) for n > 2, 
and p,“+’ is the projection parallel to the vector e2 = (0, 1). Then A is a geometric 
inverse sequence with @A = [ - 1, 11 x 10). Each pnnfl is Lipschitzian with 
Lip(p,“+‘) = a, h w ence A is not Lipschitzian. It is easy to see that %‘(A,> = 2fi 
for every n and Z’(& A) = 2, whence 
limZ’(A,) #kY’(@A). 
n 
3. Metric limits of direct sequences 
We shall restrict our consideration to direct sequences in a metric space (X, p), 
with all the bonding maps surjective. 
Definition 3.1. Let A = (A,, P,“+~> b e a direct sequence in (X, p) (i.e., all A, are 
nonempty subsets of X), and let P:+~ : A, -FI,+~ be surjective for every n. A 
sequence (x,) E P,“_,A, is a thread of A if and only if 
p,“+,(x,) =x,+~ for every n. 
Let Thr(A) be the set of all threads of A, with topology of subspace of P,“_,A,. 
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De~nition 3.2. Let A be a direct sequence in (X, p), with the bonding maps 
surjective and all the threads convergent in (X, p>. The set a A defined by 
l&A= (l$n(x,z): (xn) tThr(A)) 
will be cahed the metric limit ofA. 
We use the common notation: 
p,” = id, n and p,“=p,“-‘*--pE,, form<n-I. 
We need the following. 
Lemma 3.3. If a direct sequence A in (X, p) with surjective bonding maps has the 
threads equiconvergent, then for every convergent sequence (x(“‘), t N of threads of 
A, ifx (k) = (xAkfltl t N, then 
lim lim IZR’ = Iim lim I$~‘. 
k n n k 
Proof. Let 
xCk) = Iim xp) for every k 
n 
and (3.1) 
x, = lim x, @) for every n. 
k 
Then (x,), EN E Thr(A), because continuity of the bonding maps implies that 
Thr(A) is closed in Pn”_rA,. Let x = lim,x,. We have to prove that 
x = Iim xCk). 
k 
(3.2) 
Let E > 0. By the equiconvergence of all .rCk) and x = (x,), there exists no such 
that 
(t/n 3 n,)(Vk) p(xLk’, xCk)) < 5 
[ 
and p(x,, x) < t . 1 
By the second part of (3.0, there exists (k,J,,N such that 
(Vk>k,)[p(x’*l, xn) < ;3. 
Let k, := knO. Then for every k 3 k,, 
P(X’k’, x> +? $‘) +p(x$ X,“) +P(Xno, x) <E, 
which proves (3.2). EI 
Proposition 3.4. Let A = (A,, P,“+~) be a direct s equence in (X, p) with surjective 
bonding maps and all the threads equ~co~uergent. Then the formula 
p”‘(x)=;i>mmp,“(x) formEN (3.3) 
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defines a sequence of maps pm : A, -+ I& A such that 
P 
m+l 
0 P:+~ =pm for every m. 
Proof. For every x EA, the sequence (p,“(x)), rm can be extended to a thread 
(xJrl EN E Thr(A). If (x,) and (y,) are such extensions for the same X, then, 
evidently, lim,x, = lim,y,. Thus for every m the formula (3.3) defined a function 
p”:A,+l&A. 
The function pm is continuous; indeed, for any sequence (a~‘~‘), EN in A,,,, if 




p”( xCk)) = lim p,“( xCk)), 
n>m 
whence, by Lemma 3.3 and by the continuity of p,“, 
l$r p”( xCk)) = lip,“>“, p,“( xCk)) 
= brirl$r p,“( xCk)) = E~lpr( x) =p”( x) . 
Finally, the sequence (pm> satisfies the required equality. 0 
The maps pm : A, + ~~IJJ A will be called the projections. 
We shall now prove that the relationship between the Hausdorff and the metric 
limit for direct sequences is analogous to that for inverse sequences (compare [6, 
0.3.51). 
Theorem 3.5. Let A = (A,, p,“, 1> b e a direct sequence in (X, p), with surjective 
bonding maps, all the threads equiconvergent, and all A,, compact. Then 
&A = lim,A,. 
Proof. Let A = a A. Since A =p”(A,) (for arbitrary n> and p” is continuous, it 
follows that A is compact. 
Take E > 0. On the one hand, for every a EA there exists (a,) E Thr(A) with 
a = lim,a,. Since all the threads are equiconvergent, there exists no (independent 
of a) such that 
(Vn>n,)[p(a, A,) <~(a, a,) <E]; 
hence 
A c (A,)E for n >nn,. (3.4) 
On the other hand, if x EA, for some m 2 no, then there exists (a,) E Thr(A) 
with a,,, =x, whence 
p(x, A) <~(a,,, lima,,) <E. 
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Thus 
A,C(A), for man,. 
From (3.4) and (3.5) it follows that for n > n, 
PH(A7 A,) <E. 
This completes the proof. q 
267 
(3.5) 
4. Lipschitz direct sequences 
Definition 4.1. A direct sequence A = (A,, P,“+~> in (X, p> is Lipschitzian if and 
only if all p,“, 1 are surjective Lipschitz maps and 
k 
0 G lim infnLip( pi+i) < 03. 
k n=l 
We shall refer to liminf,n,k=iLip(p,“+,) as Lipschitz constant of A, in symbols 
Lip(A). 
Let us prove the following 
Proposition 4.2. Let A = (A,,, p,“, 1 ) be a Lipschitz direct sequence in (X, p>, with 
all the threads equiconvergent. Then 
(i) all the projections pm : A,,, + l& A are Lipschitz maps, 
(ii) if card A, > 1 for every m, then 
Iim sup Lip( pm) G 1; 
m 
if, moreover, Lip(A) = rIT= 1 Lip( pi+ 1 >, then 
lim Lip( p’“) G 1. 
171 
Proof. Let Ai = Lip(pi+i) for every i. For any x, y EA,, 
p(prn(x), P”(Y)) =P(~llmmP::‘(x)7~~~P,m(Y)) 
n-l n-1 
Gliminf nLip(pi+,)p(x, y) =lip,tf nA,p(x, y). 
npm iZrn , ,=??I 
This proves (i). 
If card Ai > 1, then Ai > 0; since 
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it follows that 
-1 
Lip( p”) < Lip(A). 
This completes the proof. 0 
The following result is an analogue of Theorem 2.3. 
Theorem 4.3. Let A = (A,, p,“, 1) be a Lipsch’t d zz irect sequence in (X, p), with all 
A,, being continua and all the threads equiconvergent. Let s > 0 and 2?‘“(A,) < 00 
for every n. Then 
lim sup 2P(A,) >S?‘“(lir~~ A). 
n 
Proof. Let A = a A. By Proposition 4.2(i), all p” : A, -+ A are Lipschitz maps. 
Let an = Lip(p”) for every n. By [l, 1.81, 
x”(A) G (~,$~YA,), 
whence, by Proposition 4.2(G), 
SS( A) G lim sup Z”( A,). 0 
n 
5. Some sequences of sets with positive reach 
Federer in [2] introduced the notion of reach of a subset of lRk with Euclidean 
metric p. For compact sets his definition is equivalent to the following. 
Let A be a compact nonempty subset of Rk for some k 2 1. For any LY > 0 let 
A, be the (outer) parallel body of A at distance (Y, that is (as in (3.4), (3.5)) 
A, := {x E Rk: p(x, A) <cyj. 
Let, further, 
U(A):={x&Y there is a unique a EA with p(x, a) =p(x, A)}. 
Then 
reach(A) := sup{ (Y: Int( A,) c U(A)}. 
Clearly, U(A) is the domain of the metric projection ,$A : U(A) -+ A, which 
assigns to an x the unique a EA with p(x, a> =p(x, A). 
In [5, Theorem 4.8 and Corollary 4.91 we were concerned with convex sets. It is 
well known that a compact set A c Rk is convex if and only if reach(A) = m (see 
[2, p. 4331). Here we replace convex sets by sets with positive reach. The following 
statement due to Federer is a counterpart of the Busemann-Feller Lemma (see [4, 
p. 351 or [5, 4.71), which states that for a convex A c Rk the metric projection 
CA : Rk -+ A is a weak contraction. 
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Proposition 5.1 (see [2, 4.8(8)1). Let A be a compact subset of Rk with reach(A) > P 
and let 0 < CY < p. Then the restriction [A 1 A, of the metric projection (A is 
Lipschitzian with Lip(S, I A,) < p . (p - a)-‘. 
The idea of proof of the next theorem is analogous to that of Theorem 4.8 in [51; 
instead of the Busemann-Feller Lemma we use the above statement 5.1. 
Theorem 5.2. Let (A,) be a sequence of compact subsets of lRk for some k > 2. If 
for some sequences ((w,,) and (p,) of real numbers 
(i) there exists 6 > 0 such that 0 < CY, <p,% - S for every n, 
(ii> Cz=,cu, < 9 
(iii) A,+1 c (AJan and reach(AJ GS p, for every n, 
then the formula 
p,““(x) =CA,(x) forx EA,,l (5.1) 
defines maps pz+’ : A,+, + A,, such that A = (A,,, pi”) is a Lipschitz geometric 
inverse sequence and 
Lip(A) = nfilLip( plfl). 
Proof. By (i) and (iii>, 
(A,),, = U(A,) 
and we can define p,“” by the formula (5.1). 
By Proposition 5.1, the map pi+’ is Lipschitzian with 
Lip(K+‘) G&.(& -a,)-l. 
We shall prove that 
nfilLip( pi+‘) < m. 
Indeed, (i) and (ii) imply 
(5.2) 
&+ < 03. 
n n 
(5.3) 
Since (Y&I, - CYJ > 0 and 1 + a,/@,, - a,> = P,/(P, - an), condition (5.3) is 
equivalent to 
which implies (5.2). 
Let A = (A,, p,“+l). It remains to prove that A is geometric. By Theorem 2.2 it 
suffices to check that 
all A,, are contained in a compact set Xc Rk (5.4) 
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and 
the threads of A are equiconvergent. (5.5) 
Let (Y := Cz= i (Y,, and X := (A,),. Then, evidently, X is compact and, by (iii), 
A,c(A,),=X for every IZ, 
which proves (5.4). To verify (5.5), it suffices to prove that 
Let m <n; then 
xl?l =pZ(x,) =p,m+* . ..&_.(x,). 
Since 
x,-i =&( Xi) 
and, by (5.11, 
p(X;, Pf-i(Xi))=p(xi, A,_*) for i>2, 
we infer that 
P(Xn7 xm) G ? P(xiP xi-i) = 5 P(xi7 Ai-i)* 
i=m+l i=m+l 
Therefore, by (iii), 
P(%Y xm> G I? ai- 
n-1 n-1 m-l 
= c ai = c ai - c ai. 
i=m+l i=m i=l i=l 
By (ii), there exists izO such that for y1 > m > nO 
PC%, X,)<E. 0 
As was mentioned in the Introduction, we are looking for sequences for which 
the Hausdorff measure is continuous with respect to lim,. We should like to make 
use of Theorems [5, 3.51 and 3.5 to replace lim, by the metric limit of a suitable 
inverse or direct sequence with surjective bonding maps, and apply Theorems 2.3 
and 4.3. From this point of view, the class of sequences described by Theorem 5.2 
is too large, because the bonding maps pi+’ in Theorem 5.2 need not be 
surjective. Indeed, if (A,) is a descending sequence of concentric discs with 
suitable (distinct) radii, then evidently pi+’ are inclusion maps which are not 
surjective. For this reason we shall restrict the class of compact sets with positive 
reach. 
Let us first note the following fact mentioned in [2, p. 4641. 
Lemma 5.3. For every subset A of Rk, if reach(A) > (Y, then CA 1 A, is a deforma- 
tion retraction. 
Proof. It is obvious that tA I A, is a retraction of A, onto A. Let 
cp(x, t) :=(l-t)x+t<,(x) forevery(x, t)EA,x[O, 11. 
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Then &A, x [O, 11) CA,, because for every (x, r) EAa X [O, 11 
P(cp(X> t>, A) =G(cp( X,t),5A(X))=Il-tlP(X,5A(X))~(Y. 
Evidently, &, 0) =x and &, 1) = tA(.x) for every x EA,. 0 
We shall need the following well-known lemma. 




if A and B are orientable, 
2, otherwise. 
If a map f : A + B induces an epimorphism f * : H,(A; G) --f H,(B; G) of rth 
homology groups over G, then f(A) = B. 
Proposition 5.5. Let A, and A, be compact manifolds in lRk with dim A, = 
dim A, = r < k. If 
PH(A~, A21 <a, reach(Ai)>p fori=1,2, and a<$p, 
then 
k&42) =A, and tA,(Al) =A,. 
Proof. By the assumptions, 
A, = (A,), = (A2)2m = U(A). 
Let [r = lA, \(A,), and let i, : A, + (A,), be the inclusion map. We have 
A$+ (A,)$+A,. 
Then, by Lemma 5.3, the map i, is a homotopy equivalence, whence 
(i1) * : H,( A,; Z,) -+ H,(( A,)U; Z,) is an isomorphism. 
Since .$A* J(A2)2a is a retraction, so is [r; hence 
(6,) .+. : H,(( A,),; Z,) + H,( A,; Z,) is an epimorphism. 
Let f1 := EAZ I A,, i.e., f1 = E1 0 i,. Then 
(fl) * = 6) h 0 (4) * 7 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
whence, by (5.6) and (5.7), ( fl> .+ is an epimorphism. Therefore, by Lemma 5.4, the 
map f, is surjective, i.e., 
5,*(Ar) =A,- 
Since the assumptions are symmetric with respect to the indices 1, 2, by 
interchanging the indices we obtain the equality 
C&42) =A,. 0 
We are now ready to prove our main results. 
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Theorem 5.6. Let (A,,) be a sequence of compact r-dimensional manifolds in Rk for 
some k 2 2 and r E {l,. . . , k - 1). If for some sequences (a,,) and (0,) of real 
numbers 
(i) there exists S > 0 such that 0 < (Y, < ip,, - S for every n, 
(ii) Ezzlo, < 9 
(iii) p,(A,, A,,,) <a, and reach(Ai) 2 p, for i = n, n + 1, 
then there exist surjective maps 
pi+‘: A,+1 -+A, and P,“+, : A, +A,+1 
such that 
(a) (A,, pt+‘) is a Lipschitz geometric inverse sequence with Lip( A,,, p),“’ ‘> = 
fly= rLip(p:+ l), 
(b) (A,, p,“, 1) is a Lipschitz direct sequence with equiconcergent threads and with 
IMA,, P,“+~> = FI~zILip(pj+,), 
Cc) @ (A,, p,““) = lim,A, = & (A,, p,“,,). 
Proof. The sequences (A,), (a,>, and (p,) satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 5.2; 
hence the formula 
defines maps p,“” : A,+1 + A,, such that (A,, p,““) satisfies (a). By Proposition 
5.5 these maps are surjective. 
Let now p:+l: A, +A,+, be defined by the formula 
P” n+1= EA”,, ~4. 
Since the assumption (iii) is symmetric with respect to the indices n, n + 1, the 
same argument proves that (A,, P,“+~) satisfies (b). By Proposition 5.5, each pitI 
is surjective. 
Finally, applying [5, 3.51 and Theorem 3.5, we obtain cc). 0 
Corollary 5.7. Let (A,) be a Hausdorff convergent sequence of compact r-dimen- 
sional manifolds in Rk for some k > 2 and r E { 1, . . . , k - 1). If there exists E > 0 
such that reach(A,) > E for all n, then 
lim G%?“( A,) = &?“( lim,A,). 
n 
Proof. Since all A, have positive reach, they are of class C1 (see [2]) and thus their 
Hausdorff dimension is equal to r and 0 < ,%“(A,) < ~0 for every n. 
Let A = lim,A,. Since reach(A,) > E for every n, in view of Remark 4.20 in 
[2], A is again a compact r-dimensional manifold with reach(A) > E; thus 0 < 
Z’(A) < ~0. 
Let (a,) be a sequence of positive numbers with C:=,(Y, < ~0 and let 0 < 6 < &. 
Let, further, 
p, = min{reach( A,), reach( A,+l)} for every n. 
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Then ipn > 6 and there exists no such that 
a, < ;P, - 6 and pH(An7 A,+i) <a,, 
for n > ~1~. 
(5.8) 
Evidently, without any loss of generality, we may assume that (5.8) holds for 
every II. Then (a,) and (p,) satisfy conditions @-(iii> of Theorem 5.6. By 
Theorem 5.6 combined with Theorem 2.3, 
limZ’(A,) <Z’(A). 
On thenother hand, by Theorem 5.6 combined with Theorem 4.3, 
limZ’(A,) >&?‘(A). 
n 
Thus the proof is complete. 0 
6. Final remarks 
(A) The notions of direct sequence and direct limit in arbitrary category K are 
dual to the notions of inverse sequence and inverse limit in K. There is an evident 
analogy between metric limit of an inverse sequence in (X, p) and metric limit of a 
direct sequence. In [51 and in Section 2 of the present paper we are concerned in 
geometric inverse sequences, which are characterized by two properties: 
(1) metric limit @A is canonically homeomorphic to the topological inverse 
limit &A and 
(2) all the threads of A are equiconvergent. 
The first property is important from the point of view of category theory: we want 
to assure @ to be an inverse limit in Top. The second is important from the point 
of view of geometry: we want to link the metric limit @ with the Hausdorff limit 
lim,. 
Passing to direct limits, we neglect the first property, because we do not see any 
reasonable examples or applications. While every Lipschitz inverse sequence 
satisfies (1) (see Theorem 2.21, for direct sequences the corresponding class would 
consist of “co-Lipschitz” direct sequences whose bonding maps satisfy the condi- 
tion: 
(3A >O)(VX> Y)[P(P;+i(+ P,“+,(Y)) aAp(x, Y)]. 
We are not interested here in such direct sequences. Thus we concentrate on the 
second property, (2), and prove that it plays the same role for direct as for inverse 
sequences (see [6, 0.3.51 and Theorem 3.5 above). 
(B) According to Theorem 4.2 of [5], if A is an inverse sequence in the category 
Metr, with all the threads convergent and the quotient maps continuous, then 
&A is an inverse limit of A in Metr. 
Proposition 1.4 of [51 combined with Lemma 1.4(i) yields the following. 
Proposition 6.1. If A is a Lipschitz inverse sequence with all the threads convergent 
and the quotient map continuous, then @A is an inverse limit of A in Top,. 
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The natural question arises, whether Theorem 4.2 of [5] has an analogue for the 
category Lip, in particular, whether Top,, may be replaced by Lip in the above 
Proposition 6.1. The following example gives the negative answer to this particular 
question. It was sketched by the referee of the first version of this paper; details 
are due to K. Rudnik. 
Example 6.2. Consider the following two sequences (6,) and cc,) in R: 
b, = 2 - $ and c, = 2- & for nEN. 
We have 
1 1 
p(b,, cJ = F and p(b,, c,+i) = F. (6.1) 
Let A, = [O, c,J for every IZ. Then 
A n+1= LO, bnl ” [bn7 %+I1 
and (6.2) 
[b,, cnl = [bn-i, ~1. 
Let h,, : [b,, c,+~I + [b,, cJ be the homothety with centre b,. Its ratio is Lip(h,) = 
i. By (6.2) we can define p:+’ : A,+1 +A, by the formula 
(6.3) 
Let A = (A,, p,““). S ince h, is a contraction, it follows that 
Lip(pJ”) = Lip( pi” I [0, b,]) = 1 for every n. 
Thus A is a Lipschitz inverse sequence with Lip(A) = 1. Moreover, all (pi+‘)-’ 
are Lipschitzian and 
Lip(p”+‘)-i = Lip(h,)-i = 2. n (6.4) 
Evidently, the threads of A are convergent and @A = [O, 21. Thus, in view of 
Theorem 2.2, the sequence A is geometric, whence the quotient map is a 
homeomorphism. Hence &A is an inverse limit of A in Top,. We define a map 
f = (f,): Y +A such that all f, are Lipschitzian but @f is not: let 
Y = [0, l] =A, and f, = (p;) -I; 
then f = (f,) is a map of inverse sequences. From (6.4) and (6.3) it can be deduced 
that 
Lip( f,) = 2”-‘. (6.5) 
Let f = &f. To prove that f is not Lipschitzian, it suffices to find (x,1 and (y,) 
such that 
p(f(x,), f( y,>) > 2n-1~(sy Y,) for every n. (6.6) 
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Let x, = 1 and y, =p;(b,). Then 
P(G, YJ =P(PXc,)t PXkJ) = ; 
and 
p(f(x,), f(Y,)) =P(2, 4) = ;- 
which proves (6.6). 
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